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1. Worked to improve rooftop solar safety standards
This resulted in just 1.7 per cent of all systems classified as 
unsafe or potentially unsafe in the latest figures, compared 
to 5.5 per cent three years earlier.

2. Played a key role in the 
West Murray issue
Our work to provide solution-
focused engagement initiatives 
with AEMO made a significant 
contribution to industry 
understanding of the issue, 
assisting to lift constraints on five 
solar farms and progress new 
generator connections in Victoria 
and New South Wales.

3. Led the renewable energy 
industry’s opposition to 
COGATI reforms
This resulted in the COAG Energy 
Council making it part of the ESB’s 
post-2025 market design review, 
rather than a straight rule change.

4. Influenced the final rule 
change on the transparency 
of new projects
This ensured that the new rule 
provides useful information for 
generators but will not create an 
additional reporting burden on new 
projects by shifting the reporting 
requirement from individual 
generators to transmission network 
service providers.

8. Led the call for a Clean Recovery 
from COVID-19
The CEC released a comprehensive 
package of policy measures and 
initiatives to kick-start the economic 
recovery with renewables, unlocking 
up to 50,000 new jobs, 30,000 MW 
and injecting more than $50 billion 
worth of new investment into the 
Australian economy.

9. Released the largest study of 
clean energy employment
The study found that the renewable 
energy industry employed 25,000 
people in 2019 and that this could 
increase to as many as 44,000 
workers by 2025, with the bulk of 
these jobs in rural and regional 
Australia.

10. Campaigned to overturn 
legislation detrimental to 
large-scale solar in Queensland
The CEC’s campaign with leading 
members overturned a pointless 
new regulation designed to prevent 
labourers from being able to mount 
and fix unconnected solar panels on 
commercial arrays and solar farms, 
resulting in job losses and higher 
solar costs in Queensland.

5. Shaped the recommendations of 
WA’s DER Roadmap
This resulted in the final report 
being a very constructive advance 
on Australian DER policy that will 
influence the use of stand-alone 
power systems, community batteries 
and inverter capability in the NEM.

6. Pushed for change to the 
regulatory framework 
for stand-alone power systems
This resulted in changes being made 
to the National Electricity Laws 
and Rules that will allow the use 
of stand-alone power systems for 
regulated supply in the NEM.

7. Influenced inverter standards 
and grid connection rules
This was achieved by arranging 
workshops with Standards 
Australia, AEMO and the CEC’s 
Inverter Listing Working Group  
to ensure that CEC members  
could voice their concerns and  
offer their expertise.


